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Abstract

Updated results from the appearance searches for n ™n and n ™n oscillations in the full NOMAD data sample arem t e t

reported. The increased data and the use of more refined kinematic schemes for the n CC selection allow a significantt

improvement of the overall sensitivity. The ‘‘blind analysis’’ of both the deep-inelastic and the low multiplicity samples
yields no evidence for an oscillation signal. In the two-family oscillation scenario, this sets a 90% C.L. region in the
sin22u yDm2 plane which includes sin22u - 4.4=10y4 at large Dm2 and Dm2 -0.8 eV 2rc4 at sin22u s1. Themt mt mt

corresponding contour in the n ™n oscillation hypothesis results in sin22u - 2.2=10y2 at large Dm2 and Dm2 -6.5e t et

eV 2rc4 at sin22u s1. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.et

Keywords: Neutrino oscillations

1. Introduction

The n appearance search for neutrino oscillationst

in NOMAD relies on the identification of nt

Ž .charged-current CC interactions using kinematic
w xcriteria. Recent searches for n ™n 1 and n ™nm t e t

w x2 oscillations, based on about 950 000 n CCm

1 Now at Univ. of Perugia and INFN, Italy

interactions in the detector fiducial volume, yielded
no evidence for oscillations.

In this letter we report a new search for n ™nm t

oscillations in the full NOMAD data sample col-
lected during the 1995, 1996, 1997 and 1998 runs
which corresponds to about 1 040 000 events with an
identified muon and to about 1 350 000 n CCm

interactions, given the combined trigger, vertex se-
lection, and muon detection efficiency of about 77%.

Ž .This analysis includes both deep inelastic DIS in-
Ž .teractions and low-multiplicity events LM . The
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enlarged data sample was supported by an increase
Ž .in the number of the simulated Monte Carlo MC

w xneutrino interactions with respect to Ref. 1 , leading
to a corresponding improvement in the kinematic
selection of n CC events and to a more accuratet

estimation of the different background sources. The
w xanalyses described in Ref. 1 were then replaced by

Ž .more sensitive ones see Section 4.4 .
In the context of a two-flavour approximation, we

then reinterpret the n ™n result in terms of n ™nm t e t

oscillations, by assuming that any observed n signalt

should come from the small n component of thee
w xbeam 2 .

2. NOMAD detector

w xThe NOMAD detector is described in Ref. 3 .
ŽInside a 0.4 T magnetic field is an active target 2.7

. Ž .tons of drift chambers DC , followed by a transi-
Ž . w xtion radiation detector TRD 4 , a preshower detec-

Ž . Ž .tor PS , and an electromagnetic calorimeter ECAL
w x Ž .5 . A hadron calorimeter HCAL and two muon
stations are located just after the magnet coil.

w xThe neutrino interaction trigger 6 consists of a
coincidence between signals from two planes of
counters located after the active target, in the ab-
sence of a signal from a large area system of veto
counters in front of the NOMAD detector.

3. Neutrino beam and event samples

The estimated relative beam composition is
n : n : n : n s 1.00 : 0.061 : 0.0094: 0.0024, withm m e e

average neutrino energies of 23.5, 19.2, 37.1, and
w x31.3 GeV, respectively 7 . For the analyzed data

sample, it corresponds to about 34 000 n CC, 20m

000 n CC, and 2100 n CC interactions, and to ae e
Ž .total of 485 000 neutral current NC interactions.

Neutrinos are produced at an average distance of 625
m from the detector. The prompt n component ist

w xnegligible 8 .
High statistics MC samples have been generated

in order to estimate the background contributions
from neutrino interactions. The size of the simulated

samples exceeds the data sample by a factor of about
3 for n CC interactions, 7 for NC interactions, 10m

for n CC and n CC interactions and 100 for n CCe m e

interactions. In addition, about 105 n CC eventst

have been generated for each ty decay channel.
w xDetails of these simulations can be found in Ref. 1 .

4. Analysis principles

The search for n CC interactions is performed byt
y y 0Ž .identifying the t decays e n n , h np n ande t t

y q yŽ 0.h h h np n , for a total branching ratio oft

82.8%. Neutrino interactions in the active target are
selected by requiring the presence of at least one
track in addition to the t decay products, having a
common vertex in the detector fiducial volume.
Quality cuts are then applied to ensure that the
selected events are properly reconstructed. These
requirements, based on approximate charge balance
at the primary vertex and on the estimated momen-
tum and energy errors, typically remove about 15%
of the events. Events containing a primary track
identified as a muon by the muon stations are also
rejected. The candidate particle or system of particles
t consistent with being produced in t decay is thenV

identified and the associated hadronic system H is
built. The final discrimination between signal and
background is achieved by using appropriate kine-
matic variables. For each t decay mode two inde-
pendent analyses are performed in the DIS and LM
samples, which are separated by a cut on the total
hadronic momentum p H at 1.5 GeVrc.

4.1. Kinematic Õariables

The kinematic selection in each t decay mode is
based on a set of global variables which describe the
general properties of the momenta of the candidate
t and of the hadronic system H in the laboratoryV

frame. The proper sets of variables are selected from
the following list:

Ø E , the total visible energy of the event.vis

Ø pt V and p H, the total momentum of the Õisible
Ž .tau decay product s and of the associated

hadronic system respectively.
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Ø Et V the total energy of the visible tau decay
Ž .product s .

Ø y , the ratio between p H and the total visibleB j

energy.
Ø pt V and p H, the components of pt V and p H

T T

perpendicular to the neutrino beam direction.
m Ž t V H .Ø p , defined as y p qp and interpreted as aT T T

measurement of the ‘‘missing’’ transverse mo-
Ž .mentum due to the neutrino s from t decay.

Ø pm , the component of the missing transverseT < <

momentum parallel to the transverse momentum
of the t candidate.V

Ž 2Ø M , the transverse mass given by M sT T
t V m 2Ž .4 p p sin f r2 , where f is the angleT T t m t mV V

between pt V and pm, when assuming masslessT T
Ž ..decay product s . For true t events, M Fm ,T t

up to detector resolution and Fermi motion ef-
fects.

Ø Q , the component of pt V perpendicular to theT
Ž .total visible momentum vector including t .V

Ø Q , the component of pt V perpendicular to p H.Lep

Its function is very similar to Q , but it is moreT

useful when p H is small.
Ø f , f , the angles between p H and pt V andt H m H T TV

m w xp , respectively 9 .T

Ø Ratios r , r and r of the transverse mo-t H mV
t V H m Ž t V Hmenta p , p and p and their sum p qpT T T T T

m.qp .T

Ø Ratios of linear combinations of the transverse
Ž t V m. H Ž t Vmomenta ns p yp rp and ms p yˆ ˆT T T T

H m. Ž t V H m.p qp r p qp qp .T T T T T
as Ž t V H . Ž t V H .Ø The asymmetry p s p yp r p qp .T T T T T

Ø u , the angle between the neutrino beam direc-n T

tion and the total visible momentum vector of the
event.

Ø u , the angle between the neutrino beam direc-n H

tion and the hadronic jet.
Ø u , the angle between the neutrino beam direc-nt V

tion and the t momentum vector.V

Ø u , the angle between the hadronic jet and t .t H VV

Ø u , the minimum angle between t and anyt h VV i

other primary track h in the event.i

In addition, variables describing the internal structure
of the candidate t can be used, where applicable,V

in order to increase background rejection.

4.2. Statistical analysis of data

Since internal correlations within the chosen set
of variables reduce the overall rejection power of
individual cuts, variables are combined into global
discriminating functions for each t decay mode. An
unbinned multi-dimensional likelihood ratio would
give the optimal result. However, the available MC
statistics and practical difficulties impose some ap-
proximations. For most channels the likelihood func-
tions, LL , entering the likelihood ratio are built from

Žone, two, three or four dimensional 1D, 2D, 3D,
. Ž .4D probability density functions pdf , which in the

following are denoted by a square bracket. The true
likelihood function is then often approximated by the

Žproduct of the considered pdf’s denoted by the
.product of the corresponding square brackets . Alter-

natively, in order to avoid the factorization approxi-
mation, a direct combination which takes into ac-
count residual correlations between the partial pdf’s
is used for the most sensitive channels. As is com-
mon practice, the logarithm of the final likelihood
ratio, lnl, is used.

A different approximation is based on artificial
Ž .neural networks ANN which receive the original

set of variables as an input. A larger set of variables
is generally required with this approach.

A likelihood fit to the tail of the final discriminat-
ing functions with separate signal and background
contributions can increase the statistical power of the
search. Since few events are expected in the relevant
region, the likelihood fit is approximated by a bin-
ning which exploits any variation of the signal to
background ratio along the tail of the distributions.
The corresponding bins are then considered to be
statistically independent.

4.3. Data simulator

Our Monte Carlo simulator of n interactions does
not describe well enough the properties of the pro-

w xduced hadrons 3 . In order to reliably compute
background rejections, based on the hadronic system,
as large as 105, the MC results are corrected using a

w xdata simulator based on the data themselves 1 . We
perform this correction by using a sample of n CCm

events from the data, removing the identified muon,
and replacing it with a MC-generated lepton ll of
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appropriate momentum vector, where ll can be a n ,
an ey or a ty decay. All these samples are referred

Ž .to as the Data Simulator DS .
The same procedure is then applied to recon-

structed n CC MC events, the Monte Carlo Simula-m

Ž .tor MCS . In order to reduce systematic uncertain-
ties, signal and background efficiencies e are then
obtained from the relation ese =e re . ForMC DS MCS

selected events, the factor e re is within 14%DS MCS

of unity for t decay events, but can be as large as
1.8 for background events.2 The errors on back-
ground predictions given in the tables reflect the
statistical uncertainties from both MC and DS.

4.4. AÕoiding biases

The study of data events in the kinematic region
where a signal is expected may introduce biases in
the event selection resulting in incorrect background
estimates. In order to avoid this problem a procedure

w xreferred to as ‘‘blind analysis’’, described in Ref. 1 ,
is used for each ty decay mode. According to this

Žprocedure, data events inside the signal region the
.‘‘blind region’’ cannot be analyzed until all the

selection criteria are defined and the robustness of
the background predictions is demonstrated outside
this region. A search for n ™n oscillations, wherem t

qno t signal is expected because of the small nm

Ž .content see Section 3 , is used as a control sample.
The definition of the final cuts is made by optimiz-
ing the sensitivity to oscillations. This is defined as
the average upper limit on the oscillation probability
that would be obtained, in the absence of a signal, by
an ensemble of experiments with the same expected

w xbackground 11 . In general, several independent
analyses are performed within the same decay chan-
nel. This allows at the same time a further cross-check
of results and an upgrade of the n search. Thet

sensitivity to oscillations provides the final criterion
for any choice between different analyses or for the
replacement of a previous analysis by a newer one.
The choice is made before looking at data events
falling in the signal region. This rule was strictly

2 The net correction factors for total background in each DIS
y y y yanalysis are 1.8 for t ™e n n , 1.2 for t ™h n , 1.7 fore t t

y y y y q y Ž 0 .t ™ r n , and 1.4 for t ™h h h np n .t t

applied to each of the changes introduced in the
w xanalyses with respect to Ref. 1 .

In addition, the final efficiency evaluation for
signal and background is performed with fully unbi-
ased MC samples, statistically independent from
those used to define the selection criteria.

I I5. t ™e n n DIS channele t

y yThe search for t ™e n n proceeds with thee t

preliminary identification of the prompt electron in
events with no other prompt leptons, followed by
kinematic rejection of backgrounds. The first step is
intended to select genuine and well measured elec-
trons whose topology can be efficiently exploited by
the kinematic selection.

5.1. Prompt electron identification

The identification of the electron candidate is
performed according to strict criteria which were
partially improved with respect to those described in

w xRef. 1 . Primary electrons are defined as DC tracks
with p)1.5 GeVrc which are associated to the
primary vertex and satisfy requirements based on:

w xTRD identification algorithms 4 ; the PS pulse height
w x w x5 ; the ECAL cluster shape 10 ; and consistency

Ž .between the associated electromagnetic EM energy
and DC momentum of the candidate. Overall, these
requirements achieve a charged pion rejection factor
of more than 104.

Secondary electrons from Dalitz decays and from
photons converting close to the primary vertex are
suppressed by requiring that the candidate electron
does not form an invariant mass of less than 50
MeVrc2 with any particle of opposite charge.

These requirements yield an efficiency of 20% for
y yprompt electrons from t ™e n n , while acceptinge t

only 2.9=10y5 of n CC and 2.0=10y4 of neutralm

Ž .currents line 1 of Table 1 .

y y5.2. Kinematic selection of t ™e n ne t

y yThe selection of t ™e n n decays is per-e t

formed by constructing likelihood ratios which ex-
ploit the full topology of the event. The kinematic
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Table 1
y y Žt ™e n n DIS search: Number of data events and of the corresponding expected background events from data sample sizes of Sectione t

.3 as a function of cuts. In the n CC and NC columns, small contributions from n interactions are included. The correspondingm
y y qŽ .t ™e n n signal efficiency % and the effect of the selection on the t control sample are also shown. The numbers quoted for thee t

initial selection are only partially corrected with the Data Simulator.

Sample n CC n CC n CC n CC NC Tot Bkgnd Datat e e m

Charge – – q – q – q – q – q
"e ID 20.0 2710 340 53 149 110 115 2873 604 2527 570

Preselection 12.9 745 83 37 112 95 101 877 296 874 303
NClnl )2.5 9.5 454.3 49.5 4.0 30.0 3.5 4.1 461.8 83.6 464 86e
CC q0.4 q0.2 q0.7lnl )3.0 3.6 5.3"0.5 0.7"0.2 0.0 3.8"1.8 0.0 3.5"1.6 5.3 8.0"2.4 5 9e y0.0 y0.0 y0.5

variables entering the corresponding pdf’s are chosen
on the basis of their internal correlations, which are

globally taken into account by the likelihood func-
tions.

y y CC NC y y. . . .Fig. 1. t ™e n n DIS search: Scatter plot of lnl vs lnl for a MC n NC and CC, b MC n CC, c MC t ™e n n and d datae t e e m e e t

events. The large box at the upper right corner, divided into six bins, defines the signal region. The five data events falling inside this region
are shown as enlarged full circles.
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Events selected at this stage of the analysis are
mostly n CC interactions, with a genuine primarye

electron, and NC events, with an electron from pho-
ton conversion or p 0 Dalitz decay. In n CC eventse

the electron is typically well-isolated and balances
the momentum of the hadron jet in the transverse
plane. On the other hand, in NC interactions the
electron is embedded in the hadron jet with trans-
verse momentum almost aligned with it. The signal
has intermediate properties between these two ex-
tremes since neutrinos carry away transverse mo-
mentum and the sizeable t mass introduces a com-
ponent of the electron momentum perpendicular to
the t direction, thus reducing its isolation.

In order to distinguish the two background sources
from signal we implement an event classification
with the use of two distinct likelihood functions. The
first function is designed to separate signal from NC
events:

NC t Vw xLL ' u ,u ,u ,Q , M , Ee n T n H t h T TV i

and includes mainly longitudinal variables. This is
motivated by the significant contribution of these
variables to isolation and by the need to avoid strong
biases on the transverse plane which would worsen
the n CC rejection. For each event, a likelihoode

ratio lNC is defined as the ratio of the LL NC func-e e

tions constructed from signal and NC events respec-
tively.

The second function is designed to distinguish
signal from n CC events:e

CC mLL ' Q ,r ,r , E , p , Me Lep t H vis T TV

and primarily includes information on the transverse
plane kinematics. In order to reduce systematic ef-

ww m x xfects, the permutation E , p , M ,Q ,r ,r isvis T T Lep t HV

also considered. For each event, lCC is defined ase

the minimum value between the likelihood ratios
constructed from the two permutations of the LL CC

e

function for signal and n CC events respectively.e

The conditions f qf -1.96p and pt V )t H m H TV

0.1 GeVrc are applied to ensure that the transverse
angles are well defined. In addition, a preselection
cut f )0.6p restricts the parameterization of them H

LL NC and LL CC functions to the region relevant fore e
Ž .the t search line 2 of Table 1 .

The sensitivity is optimized in the plane
w NC CC xlnl ,ln l , which is shown in Fig. 1 for simu-e e

Žlated signal and backgrounds. A signal region the
.blind region , subdivided into six bins, is defined at

large values of both lnlNC and lnlCC. This corre-e e

sponds to the selection of events where the electron
is isolated from the hadron jet, but does not balance
it in the transverse plane. The optimal sensitivity of
the analysis lies in a region characterized by less

Ž .than 0.5 background events Table 2 . In order to
increase the sensitivity to oscillations at low Dm2 a
further binning, defined by a cut at E s12 GeV, isvis

considered for the computation of the sin2 2uyDm2

confidence region.

Table 2
y y mtŽ .t ™e n n DIS search: Number of background and data events in the subdivisions of the signal region Fig. 1 . The corresponding Ne t t

and N et , as defined in Section 9, are listed in the last two columns. The last two lines define the binning used for the E -12 GeV region.t vis

mt etAnalysis Bin a Tot bkgnd Data N Nt t

y y q0.26t ™e n n DIS I 0.85 2 134 2.7e t y0.16
q0.23Ž .E )12 GeV II 0.46 1 128 2.7vis y0.12
q0.18III 0.18 0 639 13.8y0 .08

IV 1.85"0.22 2 535 12.9
V 0.78"0.15 0 389 8.4
VI 0.16"0.08 0 1388 29.8

Ž .E -12 GeV Iq IVqV 0.77"0.26 0 247 2.8vis

IIq IIIqVI 0.27"0.13 0 650 8.4
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y y CC CC ŽFig. 2. t ™e n n DIS search: Histogram of lnl for events passing all cuts except the cut on lnl , for data points with statisticale t e e
. Ž . mt Ž . Ž .error bars , total backgrounds shaded and N Section 9 , scaled down by a factor 20 unshaded . The inset gives, for each value oft

CC Ž . Ž .lnl , the total number of events beyond that value, for data dots and expected background squares ; the encircled points are at thee

boundary of the signal region.

Ž .Data Fig. 1d are found to be consistent with
Žbackground expectations inside the signal region see

. CCTables 1 and 2 . The distribution of lnl for datae

events, passing all the previous cuts, is also in good
agreement with background, as can be seen in Fig. 2.

I I( 0 )6. t ™h np n DIS channelt

y yŽ 0.The search for t ™h np n decays, wheret

hy is a hadron and nG0, benefits from the large
branching ratio of this decay mode. Two independent
analyses of the full inclusive sample are separately
optimized for the exclusive ty

™ryn and ty
™t

hyn topologies.t

6.1. t y
™r yn searcht

The signal search starts with the identification of
the p 0 and py candidates produced in the r decay.
Each of the two photons from p 0 decay can be

detected either as neutral electromagnetic clusters or,
in case it converts, as two oppositely charged tracks
forming a secondary vertex. We thus search for the

0 Ž .p either as two separate photons 2g , neutral
clusters or conversions, or, in case they coalesce in

Ž .ECAL, as two overlapped clusters 1g . The 1g and
2g decay topologies are treated as two independent
analyses.

6.1.1. Candidate selection
In each event all the possible p 0 and py combi-

nations are considered. In the 2g mode a p 0 candi-
date is built from two photons with E ) 0.150 GeV
and an invariant mass 0.1 - M -0.180 GeVrc2.gg

A py candidate is a DC track with a momentum
p)1 GeVrc. A p 0py pair is considered as a r

candidate if it has an invariant mass 0.6-M 0 y-p p

0.9 GeVrc2. In the 1g mode a p 0 is a neutral
electromagnetic cluster with E)2 GeV, while a py

candidate is defined as a DC track with p)3
GeVrc. The r candidates must have an invariant
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mass 0.4-M 0 y-0.9 GeVrc2. In both topologies,p p

we require that the py candidate tracks would have
reached the muon chambers if they had been muons.

The following likelihood functions are used to
select among all the combinations the r most likely
originating from a t decay:

S t VLL ' E rE u ;r ,1g vis t HV

0 yS p pLL ' E rE , E rE ur ,2g vis vis t HV

where Ep 0
and Epy

are the energies of the p 0 and
of the py respectively. A likelihood ratio lS is builtr

as the ratio of LL S for correct and random combina-r

tions of t decay products. Selecting the maximum
likelihood combination results in the correct choice
in about 75% of the cases. Signal efficiencies and
numbers of expected background events after candi-
date selection are shown in Table 3 both for 1g and
2g modes.

6.1.2. Rejection of charged current interactions
A muon veto is implemented using both kine-

matic criteria and particle identification. We search
for the unidentified muon track among the highest

Ž lead. yp track p , the p candidate and all the nega-T T

tively charged tracks fulfilling the requirement p lead
T

yptrack -0.2 GeVrc. These tracks are consideredT

muon candidates if p rp)0.2. We reject eventsT

fulfilling one of the following conditions:

Ø the highest p track does not point to theT

calorimeter fiducial volume;

Ø the highest p track or the py candidate depositT

ECAL and HCAL signals consistent with that of
a minimum ionizing particle;

Ø any primary track is associated with a signal in
the muon chambers;

Ø any primary track with p lead yptrack -0.2 GeVrcT T

has p rp)0.3.T

The n CC interactions containing bremsstrahlunge

photons not associated with the electron track may
closely fake the t™r topology. The electron veto
used to reduce this background follows the principles
of the muon veto: the highest and second highest pT

tracks and the py candidate are considered candi-
date electrons. We then reject events fulfilling one of
the following requirements:

Ø one of the candidate electrons has p )0.6T

GeVrc and is identified by ECAL, PS or TRD
algorithms;

Ø the transverse momentum of the highest p parti-T

cle, charged or neutral, built collecting all the
w xphotons in a vertical bremstrahlung strip 1 is

larger than 2.5 GeVrc.
Ø the py-g opening angle in the 1g topology is

smaller than 0.02 rad;

A further cut, pm )0.4 GeVrc, is applied to rejectT

both n CC and n CC events. The effect of them e

lepton veto is shown in Table 3.

Table 3
y y Ž .t ™r n DIS search: Number of data events and of the corresponding expected background events from data sample sizes of Section 3t

as a function of cuts for both the 1g and 2g topologies. In the n CC and NC columns, small contributions from n interactions arem

Ž . qincluded. The corresponding signal efficiency % and the effect of the selection on the t control sample are also shown. The numbers
quoted for the initial selection are only partially corrected with the Data Simulator.

Sample n CC n CC NC n CC Tot Bkgnd Datat m e

Charge – – q – q – q – q – q
"r ID 1g 11.0 3086 7107 11312 10808 175 265 14574 18180 15777 18166

2g 8.5 4412 7295 12170 11831 157 258 16739 19386 17369 19452

Lepton veto 1g 5.9 434 373 6792 3830 30 31 7256 4233 7461 4553
2g 4.5 449 362 6916 3924 29 28 7394 4314 7126 4292

NClnl )5.0 1g 0.9 1.2 0.4 4.5 2.0 0.75 1.4 6.4"1.9 3.8"1.2 6 4r

2g 0.3 0.8 0.4 1.8 0.6 0.5 0.74 3.1"1.4 1.8"0.7 2 2
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6.1.3. Rejection of neutral current interactions
The rejection of neutral current interactions is

accomplished by using the likelihood function de-
fined as:

NC mw xLL ' u ,u ,u ,Q ,f , pr n T n H t H T t H T < <V V

This function is similar to LL NC since most of thee

kinematic criteria used to reject NC interactions are
independent of the particular decay channel. For
each event, a likelihood ratio lNC is defined as ther

ratio of the LL NC functions constructed from signalr

and NC events respectively.
The condition lnlNC )5 defines the blind region.r

ŽIn this region two bins for each decay topology 1g

.and 2g are considered. Events selected in both the
1g and 2g topologies are assigned to the more
sensitive bin. The optimal sensitivity is reached in
those bins where the expected background is -0.5

Ž .events Table 4 . In addition to the standard control
Ž .samples Section 4.4 a further control sample is

defined selecting r candidates with mass lying in
the sideband of the M 0 y invariant mass distribu-p p

tion. All background predictions on the control sam-
ples have shown good agreement with data.

Finally, the data inside the blind region are found
Žto be consistent with background expectations Fig.

.3 . The number of events found in each bin is listed
in Table 4.

6.2. t y
™hyn searcht

The hy candidate is the highest p negativeT

primary track, provided it is one of the two highest
p tracks of either charge in the event. It is thenT

required that this candidate is not identified as a
muon or an electron, that it is associated with an
energy deposition in ECAL and that 3-pt V -150

Ž .GeVrc line 1 of Table 5 .
The lepton veto against CC background, de-

w xscribed in Ref. 1 , is similar to that used in the
ty
™ryn search. This is based on particle identifi-t

cation criteria which are applied both to the hy

candidate and to primary tracks with p )0.8T
Ž .GeVrc line 2 of Table 5 .

After the lepton veto there is still a residual
background from n CC interactions in which them

outgoing my is selected as the hy because it either
decayed in flight or suffered a highly inelastic inter-
action in the calorimeters. This happens in about
10y4 of all n CC events, as measured by studying am

large sample of muons originating from a nearby
w xtest-beam and crossing the NOMAD detector 1 .

These events are rejected by using the likelihood
function:

CCLL ' Q ,r ,rp T t HV

The likelihood ratio lCC is defined as the ratio ofp

LL CC for simulated t™p signal and n CC datap m

events. Events with lnlCC )y4 are selected. At thisp

stage of the analysis a kinematic preselection is
applied by requiring that M -4 GeVrc2, p H )1.3T T

Ž .GeVrc and r -0.49 line 3 of Table 5 .H

The kinematic rejection of the remaining back-
grounds, mainly NC interactions, is achieved with
the likelihood function:

NC Hw x w xLL ' Q , M ,r y pp T T m B j T

For each event, a likelihood ratio lNC is defined asp

the ratio of the LL NC functions constructed from thep

Table 4
y yŽ 0 .t ™h np n DIS search: Number of background and data events in the signal region for both the t™r and t™h topologies. Thet

corresponding Nmt and N et , as defined in Section 9, are listed in the last two columns. The last line refers to the overlap bin, as describedt t

in Section 6.3.
mt etAnalysis Bin a Tot bkgnd Data N Nt t

0Ž .t™h np DIS r I 1g 6.10"1.93 5 883 20.5
q0 .74r II 1g 0.33 0 1736 41.9y0 .10

r III 2g 3.00"1.40 2 466 10.5
q0 .88r IV 2g 0.06 0 222 5.3y0 .04

0Ž .t™h np DIS h I 4.4"1.9 3 817 18.3
h II 2.4"0.8 2 1205 25.5

0 q0.74Ž .t™h np DIS hrr – 0.0 1 210 5.0y0 .0
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y y NC NC ŽFig. 3. t ™r n DIS search: Histogram of lnl for events passing all cuts except the cut on lnl , for data points with statistical errort r r

. Ž . mt Ž . Ž . Ž .bars , total backgrounds shaded and N Section 9 , scaled down by a factor 2 unshaded . Results from both the 1g left and the 2gt

Ž . NC Ž .right topologies are shown. The insets give, for each value of lnl , the total number of events beyond that value, for data dots andr

Ž .expected background squares ; the vertical lines define the four subdivisions of the signal region.

signal and the sum of simulated backgrounds respec-
tively. The condition lnlNC )7.2 singles out thep

signal region, which is further subdivided in two bins
Ž .Table 4 .

Table 5
y Ž .t™h t DIS search: Number of data events and of the corresponding expected background events from data sample sizes of Section 3 as

a function of cuts. In the n CC and NC columns, small contributions from n interactions are included. The corresponding signal efficiencym

Ž . q% and the effect of the selection on the t control sample are also shown. The numbers quoted for the initial selection are only partially
corrected with the Data Simulator.

Sample n CC n CC NC n CC Tot Bkgnd Datat m e

Charge – – q – q – q – q – q
"h ID 41.0 11400 18177 51896 42550 4934 1795 68230 62522 72685 62266

Lepton veto 17.0 4802 9974 28764 24241 106 194 33672 34409 28697 26583
Preselection 3.8 167 214 5669 4260 11 18 5847 4492 5881 4571

NClnl )7.2 0.7 3.5"0.8 7.4"2.1 3.0"1.9 7.0"4.0 0.3"0.1 1.6"0.2 6.8"2.1 16.0"4.0 6 19p
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The number of data events found inside the signal
Žregion is consistent with background predictions Ta-

.bles 5 and 4 .

6.3. Combined search

We combine the two independent analyses of the
y yŽ 0.t ™h np n sample into a single inclusivet

search. The overlap between them is small, mainly
due to the isolation condition of the candidate with
respect to the hadronic system, which in the ty

™

hyn search does also include the photons from p 0
t

decays. The fraction of the events selected by both
analyses is estimated to be 9% for the signal sample
and is negligible within the available statistics for the
background samples. Events selected in both searches

Ž .are included into a separate signal bin hrr as
shown in Table 4. This statistical treatment provides
the best overall sensitivity to oscillations. The upper
error on the background estimation for the overlap
bin in Table 4 takes into account the limited MC
statistics available and the corresponding data simu-
lator correction.

I I H I( 0 )7. t ™h h h np n DIS channelt

y y q yŽ 0.The t ™h h h np n channel is character-t

ized by the presence of additional constraints due to
the internal 3h structure. This search is optimized for
the pypqpyn decay, which is dominated by thet

y y Ž . 0 Ž . ychain t ™ a 1260 n ™ r 770 p n ™1 t t

pypqpyn . Both the candidate selection and thet

final background rejection are based upon the artifi-
cial neural network technique.

7.1. Candidate selection

The choice of the 3p system most likely pro-
duced by a t decay is obtained by using an ANN
Ž w x.JetNet 3.5 12 . A three layered feed-forward net-
work is implemented with 13 neurons in the input
layer, 20 neurons in the hidden layer and a single
neuron in the output layer. The expected value for
the output neuron, OO S , is 1 when the correct t3p

decay products are selected and 0 otherwise. The
input variables are chosen in order to exploit both
the internal structure and the global kinematics of the

3p combinations. The variables related to the inter-
nal structure are: the pypqpy invariant mass M ;3p

the two possible pqpy invariant masses M q y;p p

and u and u , which are the maximum and themax min

minimum opening angles between the three pions.
The event kinematics is described by the set of

Ž t V H t V .variables u ,Q ,r ,r ,r , p , p , p rE .n H Lep t H m visV

The network is trained on correct and random com-
binations of the t decay products using the back-
propagation learning algorithm. According to this
method, each event is fed to the network several
times with successive adjustments of the network
parameters to artificially enlarge the training sample.
The selection of the t daughter candidate as the 3p

combination with the highest OO S results in the3p

correct choice in 73% of the cases.

7.2. Rejection of charged current interactions

Charged current events where the lepton escapes
particle identification and a random combination of
the 3p is selected are particularly dangerous since
the corresponding kinematics are similar to that of
the signal. For this reason, a lepton veto is required
in addition to the ANN kinematic selection. This is
achieved in two steps, referred to as loose and tight
vetos. In the loose Õeto primary leptons identified by
the muon stations or by combined TRD, PS and
ECAL algorithms are rejected. The tight Õeto, based
on kinematic criteria, rejects events where the high-
est or the second highest p tracks have p rp)0.2.T T

The training of the ANN used for the final back-
ground rejection is performed before the tight Õeto is
applied in order to guarantee large training samples.
The effect of both vetoes is shown in Table 6.

7.3. Final background rejection and signal selection

The final rejection of both CC and NC interac-
tions is achieved with the use of a single three
layered feed-forward network. Its architecture is
formed by 13 neurons in the input layer, 20 neurons
in the hidden layer and one output node whose target
value, OO B , is 0 for background and 1 for signal3p

events. The event kinematics of signal and back-
grounds are described by the following set of vari-

Ž t V t V .ables: u ,u ,u ,Q ,n ,m, p , E , p rE . Inˆ ˆn T n H t H T vis visV

Ž S .addition, the variables M ,u ,u ,OO are also3p min max 3p
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Table 6
y y q yŽ 0 . Žt ™h h h np n DIS search: Number of data events and of the corresponding expected background events from data sample sizest

.of Section 3 as a function of cuts. In the n CC and NC columns, small contributions from n interactions are included. The correspondingm

Ž . qsignal efficiency % and the effect of the selection on the t sample are shown. The numbers quoted for the initial selection are only
partially corrected with the Data Simulator.

Sample n CC n CC n CC NC Tot Bkgnd Datat m e

Charge – – q – q – q – q – q

Pre-selection 56.0 97861 99385 2904 3153 144496 125400 245261 227938 216988 244010
Loose veto 44.0 49736 48856 1349 1330 84403 82308 135488 132494 119991 132104
Tight veto 15.0 1656 1881 150 149 10450 11941 12256 13971 12397 12681

BOO )0.97 1.9 2.2"1.0 1.3"0.9 0.7"0.2 0.8"0.2 6.7"2.2 4.8"3.2 9.6"2.4 6.9"3.3 9 63p

used as an input to the network. This exploits the
discriminating power that the 3p internal structure
can still provide. The training of the network pro-
ceeds in the same way as for the 3p-ID network.

The blind region is defined by OO B )0.97. Since3p

no significant variation of the signal-to-background
ratio is observed inside this region, no binning is
used in this channel. The distribution of OO B for data3p

y y q yŽ 0 . B Ž .Fig. 4. t ™h h h np n DIS search: Total number of events passing cut as a function of a cut on OO for data dots , totalt 3p

Ž . mt Ž .backgrounds squares and N histogram , as defined in Section 9. The signal region is at the right of the vertical line.t
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events, passing all the previous cuts, is in good
Ž .agreement with background predictions Fig. 4 , thus

providing no evidence for oscillations. The number
of data events falling in the blind region is given in
Table 6.

8. Low Multiplicity topologies

In order to optimize the sensitivity to oscillations
at low Dm2 an independent analysis of the LM
events is performed for each t decay channel. The
condition p -1.5 GeVrc enriches the LM sampleH

Ž . Ž .in quasi-elastic QE and resonance RES events,
avoiding double counting with the corresponding
DIS searches. Overall, the QE and RES events repre-
sent 6.3% of the total n CC interactions at them

available neutrino energies. The topology of LM
events simplifies the reconstruction and the selection
criteria in this kinematic region, which is also char-
acterized by a more favourable s rs cross-sectiont m

Ž .ratio Section 9 .
The reconstruction and simulation of LM topolo-

gies has significantly improved with respect to Ref.
w x13 , leading to more realistic background estimates
for these channels and to different selection criteria.

w xFurthermore the LM analyses described in Ref. 13
were only based on about 15% of the full data
sample.

y y8.1. t ™e n n LM channele t

The prompt electron identification, similar to that
used in the DIS search, is applied to primary DC
tracks with p)2 GeVrc and is based on TRD and
ECAL information.

Secondary electrons from Dalitz decays and from
photons converting close to the primary vertex are
suppressed by requiring that the candidate electron

not form an invariant mass of less than 200 MeVrc2

with any particle of opposite charge. Furthermore,
the candidate must form an angle smaller than 200
mrad with the beam direction. The conditions M -2T

GeVrc2 and pas -0.2 are then applied in order toT

reject NC interactions. At this stage of the analysis
the background consists mostly of n CC interac-e

tions, which are suppressed by using the likelihood
function:

CC as m t Vw xLL ' p , p pe ,LM T T

For each event, a likelihood ratio lCC is defined ase,LM

the ratio of the LL CC functions constructed frome,LM

signal and n CC events, respectively. The signale

region starts at lnlCC )0.8 and is further subdi-e,LM
Ž .vided into three bins Table 7 . Data events populate

the blind region consistently with background expec-
Ž .tations in all bins Table 7 .

y y( 0)8.2. t ™h np n LM channelt

As for the DIS search, two independent analyses
of the full inclusive sample are separately optimized
for the exclusive ty

™ryn and ty
™hyn topolo-t t

gies. Events common to both analyses are negligible
in the LM sample since the p H cut suppresses events
with large neutral activity.

8.2.1. t y
™r yn searcht

The p produced in the r decay is defined as the
primary DC track with the highest momentum in the
event, pointing to ECAL and having p)3 GeVrc.
The p 0 candidate is formed with g ’s which can be
either neutral ECAL clusters of E)200 MeV or
photons converted in the DC volume. When different
p 0 combinations are possible, the one with the
highest momentum and 90-M 0 -200 MeVrc2 isp

chosen. Moreover, the r invariant mass must satisfy
0.58-M -1.0 GeVrc2. A lepton veto is then ap-r

Table 7
y y mt ett ™e n n LM search: Number of background and data events in the three bins of the signal region. The corresponding N and N , ase t t t

defined in Section 9, are listed in the last two columns.
mt etAnalysis Bin a Tot bkgnd Data N Nt t

y yt ™e n n LM I 3.09"0.67 3 282 2.8e t

II 1.50"0.41 2 285 2.8
III 0.82"0.41 1 292 2.9
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plied by requiring that no primary electron be pre-
sent and that the p candidate not be consistent with
being a muon or an electron. The background at this
level is dominated by NC interactions, which are
rejected by the cut 1.0-M -2.0 GeVrc2 and byT

the use of the likelihood function:
NC t VLL ' u , pr ,LM t HV

A likelihood ratio lNC is computed as the ratio ofr,LM

the LL NC functions constructed from signal and NCr,LM

events respectively. Data events inside the blind
region, starting at lnlNC )1.8, are found to ber,LM

Ž .consistent with background expectations Table 8 .
Since no significant variation of the signal-to-back-
ground ratio is observed inside the signal region no
further binning is used.

8.2.2. t y
™hyn searcht

The ty
™hyn LM search follows closely thet

analysis flow of the corresponding ty
™ryn LMt

search. The DC track with the highest momentum in
the event, pointing to ECAL and having p)3
GeVrc is the hy candidate. A lepton veto on the
candidate track and the requirement 1.0-M -2.0T

GeVrc2 are then applied. The final background,
mostly NC interactions, is rejected with the likeli-
hood function LL NC 'LL NC . A likelihood ratiop ,LM r ,LM

lNC is computed as the ratio of the LL NC func-p ,LM p ,LM

tions constructed from signal and NC events respec-
tively. The signal region is defined at lnlNC )2.0.p ,LM

Data events inside this blind region are found to be
Ž .consistent with background expectations Table 8 .

Since no significant variation of the signal-to-back-
ground ratio is observed inside the signal region no
further binning is used.

y y q y( 0)8.3. t ™h h h np n LM channelt

In each event, the signal search starts with the
identification of all the possible pypqpy combina-
tions with 0.4-M -1.6 GeVrc2. A likelihood3p

function, LL S , is then used to select the 3p most3p ,LM

likely to originate from a t decay:
y y qS t p p t p tV V VLL ' p ,u p yp rp , p rpŽ .3p ,LM nt 1 2V

=w xM , M u1 2 t HV

py Ž py. Ž .where p p is the highest lowest momentum1 2
y Ž .of the two p ’s and M M is the corresponding1 2

invariant mass with the pq. A likelihood ratio,
lnlS , is computed as the ratio of the LL S

3p ,LM 3p ,LM

functions for correct and random combinations of t

decay products. Selecting the maximum likelihood
combination results in the correct choice in 89% of
the cases. Moreover, the invariant masses of the two
pqpy combinations must be 0.4 - M - 1.21Ž2.
GeVrc2. In order to reduce the background from
CC interactions a lepton veto based on particle
identification is applied to each of the 3p tracks,
together with the requirement that the py ’s have

Table 8
Summary of backgrounds and efficiencies for all the individual t searches. The column ty summarizes the observed number of ty

Ž . Ž . qcandidate events Obs. and the corresponding predicted background Tot Bkgnd in the signal region. The column t contains the
y Ž . Ž .equivalent numbers for the positive control sample. The corresponding t selection efficiencies e , the t branching ratios Br , and the

mt et Ž .N and N see text are also listed.t t

y q mt etŽ . Ž .Analysis t t e % Br % N Nt t

Obs. Tot Bkgnd Obs. Tot Bkgnd
q0 .7t™e DIS 5 5.3 9 8.0"2.4 3.6 17.8 4110 81.5y0 .5

0Ž .t™h np r DIS 7 9.5"2.5 6 5.6"1.5 1.04 49.8 3307 78.2
h DIS 5 6.8"2.1 19 16.0"4.0 0.63 49.8 2022 43.7

q0 .74hrr DIS 1 0.0 0.07 49.8 210 5.0y0 .0
0Ž .t™3h np DIS 9 9.6"2.4 6 6.9"3.3 1.9 15.2 1820 42.6

t™e LM 6 5.4"0.9 3 2.2"0.5 6.3 17.8 859 8.5
0Ž .t™h np r LM 7 5.2"1.8 21 22.2"6.6 1.02 49.8 458 8.4

h LM 5 6.7"2.3 19 21.9"6.4 0.84 49.8 357 7.2
0Ž .t™3h np LM 5 3.5"1.2 1 2.2"1.1 2.0 15.2 288 4.8
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ppy
)2.5 GeVrc. In addition, since in n QE and1Ž2. t

RES interactions only positively charged hadrons are
produced, we reject events where a negative track is
present within the hadronic system. The final rejec-
tion of NC interactions is achieved with the likeli-
hood function:

NC as SLL ' M , p LL3p ,LM T T 3p ,LM

A likelihood ratio, lnlNC , is computed as the ratio3p ,LM

of the LL NC functions constructed from signal and3p ,LM

NC events, respectively. The signal region starts at
lnlNC )6.0 and no further binning is used since3p ,LM

there is no significant variation of the signal-to-back-
ground ratio. Data events populate the blind region

Ž .consistently with background expectations Table 8 .

9. Results

The final result of the measurement is expressed
w xas a frequentist confidence interval 11 which ac-

counts for the fact that each t decay mode and signal
bin may have a different signal to background ratio.

w xThe acceptance region of Ref. 11 therefore be-
comes multi-dimensional to contain each of the sepa-
rate measurements. This computation takes into ac-
count the number of observed signal events, the
expected background and its uncertainty, and the
value of expected signal events if the oscillation

w xprobability, P , were unity 1 . For the n ™nosc m t

oscillation this last quantity is defined by:

Nmt sN obs = s rs =Br= e re 1Ž .Ž . Ž .t m t m t m

where:

Ø N obs is the observed number of n CC interac-m m

Ž .tions, for the given efficiency e Section 1 . Them

number of n CC interactions corresponding tom

the LM topologies are estimated to be 11% of the
total.

Ø e and e are the detection efficiencies for tt m

signal events and n CC normalization events.m

The cuts used to select N obs and e vary fromm m

channel to channel in order to reduce systematic
uncertainties in the ratio e re for that channel.t m

For the LM topologies e is the average effi-t

ciency for QE and RES interactions.
Ø s rs is the suppression factor of the n crosst m t

section due to the difference between the t and m

masses, which, for the given n spectrum and them

large Dm2 hypothesis, is evaluated to be 0.48,
0.60 and 0.82 for the deep inelastic, resonance
and quasi-elastic processes. The resulting average
values for the DIS and LM analyses are 0.48 and
0.57 respectively.

Ø Br is the branching ratio for the considered t

decay channel.

2 2 Ž .Fig. 5. Contours outlining a 90 % CL region in the Dm ysin 2u plane for the two-family oscillation scenario. The NOMAD n ™n leftm t

Ž . w xand n ™n right curves are shown together with the limits published by other experiments 15,16 .e t
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The corresponding maximal number of signal events
for the n ™n hypothesis, N et , is obtained frome t t

Nmt by reweighting the simulated signal events fort

w xthe n to n flux ratio 2 . Table 8 summarizes thee m

relevant quantities for the different decay modes.
The overall systematic uncertainty on the back-

ground prediction, mainly associated to the data
simulator correction procedure, is estimated to be
20%. The corresponding uncertainties on Nmt andt

N et are 10% and 15%, respectively. The impact oft

these latter values on the final combined results is
w xnegligible 14 .

The resulting 90% C.L. upper limit on the two-
generation n ™n oscillation probability is:m t

P n ™n -2.2=10y4 2Ž . Ž .osc m t

which corresponds to sin2 2u -4.4=10y4 for largemt

Dm2 and to the exclusion region in the Dm2 ysin2 2u

plane shown in Fig. 5. The result is significantly
w xbetter than the previously published limits 1,15 .

w xThe sensitivity 11 of the experiment is P s4.3osc

=10y4 ; this is higher than the quoted confidence
limit, since the number of observed events is smaller
than the estimated background. In the absence of
signal events, the probability to obtain an upper limit

y4 Ž .of 2.2=10 or lower is 27% Fig. 6 .

The resulting 90% C.L. upper limit on the n ™ne t

oscillation probability is:

P n ™n - 1.1=10y2 3Ž . Ž .osc e t

corresponding to sin2 2u -2.2=10y2 for largeet

Dm2. The exclusion region in the Dm2 ysin2 2u

plane is also shown in Fig. 5. The n ™n sensitivitye t

is P s2.0=10y2 and the probability to obtain anosc
y2 Ž .upper limit of 1.1=10 or lower is 31% Fig. 6 .

10. Conclusions

The analysis of the events with both DIS and LM
topologies in the 1995, 1996, 1997 and 1998 NO-
MAD data sets, excludes a region of the n ™nm t

oscillation parameters which limits sin2 2u at highmt

Dm2 to values smaller than 4.4=10y4 at 90% C.L.,
and Dm2 to values smaller than Dm2 -0.8 eV 2rc4

at sin2 2u s1. The corresponding excluded regionmt

at 90% C.L. for the n ™n oscillation parameterse t

includes sin2 2u -2.2=10y2 at large Dm2 andet

Dm2 -6.5 eV 2rc4 at sin2 2u s1. At large Dm2
et

these limits are more than a factor three more strin-
gent than the previously published ones.

Fig. 6. Histograms of the upper limits obtained, in the absence of signal events, for 500 simulated experiments with the same NOMAD
w xexpected background 11 . The averages correspond to the quoted sensitivities while the arrows are the actual upper limits obtained from

Ž . Ž .data in the n ™n left and n ™n right searches.m t e t
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